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File No.65MBHRC/CD/18

Date:27.06.2018

A Radiogram Message vide Signal no. 1796//RB

dated 25.06.20't8 has been received from the Superintendent,

Bankura District Correctional Home intimating custodial death of

one male convict namely Snehasish Maharaj @ Chowdhury S/o' Lt.

Khagendranath aged about 53 years of Village Bamunia, P.O..

Mondalgram, Dist. Burdwan West at the Home on 25.06.18.

Superintendent of Police, Bankura is directed to

enquire into the matter and submit a detailed report along with the

copy of post-mortem report and the copy of Magisterial inquest report

within 4(four) weeks from the date of the communication of this order

and to intimate whether enquiry by Judicial Magistrate has been done

under Section 176(1A)(a) of Cr.P.C. lf so, a copy of the report thereof

be sent to the Commission.

D.G. Correctional Services, West Bengal is directed to

submit a detailed report along with copy of Post Mortem and

Magisterial lnquest Report etc., to this Commission within four weeks

from the date of communication of this direction.

The direction is to be communicated forthwith.
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File No.65/WBHRC I CD / 20LB

File received on 07 / L2 / 2020.

On search it was ascertained that the National Human Rights

Commission has not taken cognizance as WBHRC have taken prior cognizance

into the matter. Hence, the query at n.sp.z had been attended.

2. A radiogram was sent by Superintenden! Bankura Dist. Correctional

Home authorities to Secretary General, N.H.RC. and others on fune 25,2078

informing the death of male convict, Snehasish Chowdhury @ Maharaj on

25/612078 at about 3 a.m. by hanging in Bankura Dist. Correctional Home. The

inmate was a convict under P0CS0 Act

3. Inquest report of Executive Magistrate does not indicate any foul play

except that the death was, as a result, of strangulation(?) ( The Executive

Magistrate has wrongly written hanging as strangulation, apparently not

knowing the difference between the two.) Post mortem report indicated that

death was due to Asphyxia as a resulg ante mortem hanging.

4. Ld. fudicial Magistrate, Molla Mohatab Hossain of 3d Court, Bankura

held the judicial enquiry u/s176(1Al(a) Cr.P.C. According to his findings, death

was due to hanging and no foul play was involved in it. He has not held any

body responsible for this incident but he said that the victim was suffering

from mental depression as he was some sort of a Maharaj (Ascetic) who was

involved in a P0CS0 case thereby suffering from loss of prestige in the

community. The ]udicial Magistrate has given some suggestions which are very

general in nature. In my opinion in view ofabove the matter be filed.

5. I am sorry to point out that the judicial enquiry report of Ld' J.M., 3'd

Court, Bankura is replete with grammatical errors which were avoidable.
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